
Photopea 
Chiaroscuro Lighting 

Portrait



Copy and 
paste in a 
photograph 
of a portriat. 
The portrait 
should have 
some 
evidence of 
lighting

edit> free 
Transform

Make it fill ¾ 
of the frame



Enhance the 
lighting

Image> adj> 
brightness 
and contrast

Turn the 
portrait 
Black and 
White

Image> adj> 
black and 
white



Select and 
delete the 
background 
leaving only 
the face/ 
portrait. 

Make sure to 
use the 
refine edges 
to make it a 
good cut! 



Find a black and whtie 
gradient on google

Try to find a gradient that 
matches the direction of light 
on portrait

Paste it and free transform it 
to cover the whole frame .  



Change the layer mode 
of the gradient layer to 
Overlay

So that you can see an 
enhanced lighting on the 
portriat



Right click on the 
gradient layer> 
duplicate layer

Make three copies

Drag the two 
duplicated gradient 
layers to the bottom 
of the layer list.  And 
toggle off their view



Hold shift and 
select the 
gradient layer 
and portrait layer

Right click> 
merge layer



Now let's 
enhance the 
darks and 
lights on the 
portrait with 
the burn (to 
darken) and 
dodge (to 
lighten) 

Use the tool options under the menues to
● Change the size of the brush
● Change the hardness to 0
● Change the exposure # to 20 or less
● and change the range according to where 

ever you are Burning or dodging



Use the Burn tool to Burn 
the shadows to enhance 
your Contrast and the 
Lighting MOOD.



Now use dodge 
to enhance the 
lights like you just 
did with the burn



Now let's find a skull photo that mimics the angle and 
position of your portrait.  



Copy 

edit> paste

Select and 
delete the 
background in 
the skull layer



Edit> free 
Transform

Scale the skull 
and rotate so it 
approximately 
fits .  

Don't worry if it 
does 100 
percent match 
we will take 
care of that in a 
few steps. 



Change your skull to 
black and white

Image > adj> black and 
white

This will help with 
matching and fitting the 
skull.  



Ok now move one of the gradient 
spares to the top over the skull giving 
the same lighting effect the portrait has.

Remember to make sure the mode of 
the gradient layer is the same as it was 
with the portriat.  



Right click on 
the gradient 
layer> choose 
clipping mask

Then using 
shift select 
both the 
gradient and 
the skull and 
merge layers



Now let's 
enhance the 
darks and 
lights on the 
skull with the 
burn (to 
darken) and 
dodge (to 
lighten) 

Use the tool options under the menues to
● Change the size of the brush
● Change the hardness to 0
● Change the exposure # to 20 or less
● and change the range according to where 

ever you are Burning or dodging



Enhance the contrast 
with burning and 
dodgeing



Ok now lower the opacity 
so you can kind of see the 
person underneath

We are going to be 
warping this skull so that it 
truly fits the person.. So 
you will need to see where 
the eyes , nose mouth etc. 



Edit > puppet warp

Add pins and move the 
pins to line up the skull 
on the face



Press enter 
and then re 
raise the skull 
opacity to 100



Right click> duplicate 
the portrait

Then drag the extra on 
top 

Making a 
portrait>skull> portrait 
sandwich 



Now it's time 
to reveal the 
skull with 
LIGHT 
erasing 
Choose the eraser 

● Change the size
● Change hardness 

to zero
● Change the 

opacity to 20 or 
less



Now lightly erase 
areas of the face to 
gradually get parts 
of the skull to come 
through… 
remember not 
everything needs to 
be erased 
remember. A little 
here a little there



Erase primarily 
on the top layer 
but to pull back 
a little by erasing 
the middle layer



Once you 
have a 
“double 
exposure” 
mixture 
your happy 
with 

Hold Shift 
and select 
all the 
layers

Right Click 
> Merge 
layers



Now find and 
paste a picture 
that will help 
evoke a emotion

Consider dark 
flowers or 
smoke or fire

Fill the whole 
page and 
change the 
Layer mode 



Just like the 
skull Lightly 
erase parts of 
the overlay to 
make your 
skull/



Add at least 2 
overlays to 
create a 
montage.  
Gradients can be 
used. 


